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Centreline
Draw a
round circle
for the eye
and position
above and
left of the
beak

The head is
tilted over to
the right
The neck
widens at
the base

Add a
triangleshaped
beak

The wings
are high
on the
body

Maria Gill

The kaka has
two toes in
the front and
two toes on
the back of
each foot

A long and
narrow tail is
behind the body
and in front of
the wings

Step 3 Refine the shape of the kaka’s
body, feet and wings. The neck has a
gentle curve to join the head to the
body.

Step 2 Find the centreline. Draw an
oval for the head and body. Join with
the short neck. Use guidelines to
position the wings and feet. The feet
are on an angle, sloping up to the right.

Step 1 Study the shape of the kaka
and see how it fits within a rectangle.

© Heather Arnold 2009. Photograph © Maria Gill.
Direction
of the light

Add
shading
to shadow
areas

Fill in the
eye and
shadow of
the mouth

Add the kaka’s
shadow.This
will anchor the
Kaka to the
tree stump

Draw the
dark areas
of the
feathers
Step 4 Lightly draw the feather detail
and shadow lines on the kaka’s body.
Draw in the dark areas of the feathers,
eye and beak. Note the direction of
the sunlight.

approach to drawing.

With a few materials, drawing skills and techniques,
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Rangitoto is a book to be treasured and pored over
by children and adults alike.

includes photographs and text boxes about how kiwi are being saved.
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about the author

Author Maria Gill has written over 30 children’s
books, winning seven Notable Book awards,
and shortlisting for six other awards. Maria and
Bruce collaborated with the Children’s Choice
non- fiction award-winning book New Zealand
Hall of Fame, and The Last of Maui’s Dolphins.
Maria is a trained teacher and full-time writer,
who has been organising kiwi releases on
Motuora Island since 2008 on behalf of the
Department of Conservation.
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about the illustrator

Bruce Potter is a multi-international awardwinning illustrator of over 110 books. He is also
a musician and composer of both adult and
children’s songs, which he takes on tour to schools
around the country, entertaining children and
adults alike with his show. He works in his studio
alongside his wife in their own slice of paradise.
Look out for his next book, “Doodle Bug”, an
amazingly detailed search and discovery book
about doodling.
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Operation Nest Egg Programme?

illustrated by award-winning illustrator Bruce Potter. Each page also

Shortlisted for the New Zealand Post Children’s Book Awards in 2010.

This book is so good that I want to stand in the street waving copies and
shouting, ‘Buy it!’ After a lifetime in schools and libraries, I know a good nonfiction book when I see it. Rangitoto is not just good; it’s excellent.
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BNZ

A creative non-fiction story about an BNZ Operation Nest Egg chick,
Rangitoto: Te toka tū moana/The rock standing in
the ocean tells the dramatic story of Auckland’s most
striking icon, the island of Rangitoto. Find out
about its volcanic birth, the kākā’s connection to it,
the imprint of humans on its fragile wildlife, and
how guardians are saving it today.

ISBN 978-0-473-23700-4
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Will it meet a fateful end or will the kiwi chick become part of the
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birds.

Will it ever erupt again?

Rangitoto

Deep down in a dark burrow, a father kiwi snorts
and snuffles in his sleep.
Underneath him, a large creamy egg lies snug and
safe fromTepilfering
The rock standing in the ocean
tok a t predators.
ū moana
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you can draw your own images of these unique

How did it get its shape?

A s tep-by -s tep guideWas it a very explosive beginning?
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Operation Nest Egg Chick - a kiwi story

Draw New Zealand Birds shows a step-by-step

New Zealand Birds

Have you ever gazed at Rangitoto
and wondered:

R ANGITOTO

Have you ever wanted to draw New Zealand Birds?
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DRAW New Zealand Birds - A step-by-step guide

To find out
more about New
Zealand’s birds and
how to draw them,
check out these
books:

ISBN 978-0-473-23914-5

Note: most
of the kaka
is in shadow
(there is
detail in the
shadows).
The highlight
is on the top
of the head
and back

Add a few
dots and
lines to
indicate the
wing feathers

Draw lightly at first to establish the shapes. Check that the shapes, size, proportions and position are correct. The blue lines are guidelines and can be rubbed out later.
ISBN 978-0-473-23700-4

Direction
of the light

Vary the line
thickness

The fruit
is being
held with
the foot

The chest
is round

The left
foot is on
the tree
stump and
the right
is up near
the mouth
holding a
fruit

Lightly draw
the feather
shapes on
the kaka’s
body
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Operation
Nest Egg
Chick
a kiwi story

Step 5 Add shading to the kaka. Leave
the light areas white. Vary the tone
(drawn with the side of the pencil) and
detail (point of pencil). Draw the lines
in the same direction as the feathers.
Finally, add some detail on the tree
stump using the side and point of the
pencil.
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